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The GQCCC 40th Anniversary BOM
Program was coordinated by Ann
Gimbel and ran from Feb 2013 to April
2014. Any questions, please ask her.
Contact info in GQCCC Directory

Moon or Sun Over Mt. Diablo
Materials:
8 ½” x 8 ½” square of sky color for the background

Your choice—daytime, night time, cloudy, clear, etc.

4” to 5” scrap of yellow for moon/sun

Your choice—moon or sun, light to bright yellow

8” square of green, brown or tan for Mt. Diablo, (this will be recut to a triangle) Your choice—fall, spring, winter,
summer

Technique: Machine or hand applique. If you are hand-appliquéing be sure to include seam allowances when
you cut the moon/sun and the mountain. For machine applique, cut the shapes to finished size.
Directions:
From the scrap of yellow, cut a circle. Finished size should be from 3 ½” to 4 ½.” Place the circle on your
background fabric but don’t stitch in place, until you’ve decided where the moon/sun will be in relation to
the mountain.
Place the square of mountain fabric with one corner pointing up (the top of the mountain). After deciding
how you want the moon/sun to look in relation to the tip of the mountain, you will be trimming the extra
mountain fabric off the bottom of the block.
Pin in place.
Sew the moon/sun to the background. Sew the mountain to the block. Trim the bottom of the mountain off
even with the bottom (and sides) of the background square.
Options: Add an extra peak. Embroider, embellish.
Drawing: Bring your completed block to the February meeting to the Block Exchange table. Be sure to put
your name on the block. At the end of the meeting, one name will be drawn and the winner will receive all
the blocks made. One entry per block; make two blocks, you’ll be entered twice.
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